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Resumen:
From last four decades of research it is well-established that all electrophysiological signals are
nonlinear, irregular and aperiodic. Since those signals are used in everyday clinical practice as
diagnostic tools (EMG, ECG, EEG), a huge progress in using it in making diagnostic more precise and
even personally oriented medicine, could be made. One of the obstacles is deeply rooted application of
linear methods of analysis which are present even in all the machine software for recording of
mentioned signals. Health practitioners are used to it. But they are not used to nonlinear methods of
analysis of electrophysiological data, although it is proved many times that in comparison to widely
accepted FFT. One of examples is very highly accurate method for classification of recurrent depressive
disorder by employing nonlinear characterization of EEG and several machine learning methods in order
to detect not only patients from controls but also differences between those who suffer from depressive
disorders. Clinicians are aware of close to impossible task for present diagnostic tools to make
distinction between exacerbation and remission, which is very dangerous deficiency.
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